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spoga horse TOP INNOVATIONS 2022: The winners
have been selected

+++ 5 innovative products receive the title "spoga horse TOP
INNOVATION 2022" +++ Around 60 entries demonstrate the
innovative power of the industry +++ 30 nominated products +++
Top-class international and interdisciplinary jury +++ Transparent
selection process +++
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The international equestrian industry is meeting up at the leading global B2B trade
fair, spoga horse 2022, up until 25 July, 2022. One of the highlights is the
announcement of the spoga horse TOP INNOVATIONS that are being conferred for the
second time. Of the around 60 products submitted 30 were nominated. From among
these, the international and interdisciplinary jury comprising of seven members
have now selected the 5 most innovative solutions of the industry as the winners.
The creators and the jury members, Annica Hansen and Jesse Drent, hosted the
award ceremony, which all 30 nominated companies were invited to. The award
ceremony took place at 2:00 p.m. on Saturday on the large platform, THE STAGE. It
was also possible to follow the distinction online via the digital platform spoga horse
@home where it is still available on demand.

The following five products are the spoga horse TOP INNOVATIONS 2022:
 
The product Novostable Smart Cam One is an intelligent camera system that
monitors the horse's stable 24/7 and which collects data that enables the behaviour
of the horse to be analysed. It recognises changes in behaviour thanks to the unique,
self-learning artificial intelligence LANA. Should the horse behave strangely, the
contact person is sent an alarm per SMS and can react immediately. Novostable is a
strong example that digitalisation is playing a more and more significant role within
the industry.

Infinity by De Sutter Naturally is a product which is manufactured to 100% from a
recycled, composite material using a special production method. The most
sustainable option on the market with an authentic country look to give your
paddock an exclusive appearance. Because wood is not infinitely available. Unique
raw material, unique product! Environmentally-friendly, robust, safe, colourfast,
durable and totally Belgian. Comprising of posts and planks made from the
innovative RECO material, our fences will still look good after many years.

The horseshape platform of TEC Competence GmbH & Co. KG is the solution for a
perfectly fitting saddle and thus for the well-being of the horse. horseshape
launched the first mobile 3D scanner worldwide for dealers and saddlers onto the
market in 2011 and has been using 3D data of the horse's back to produce FittingSets
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- life-size, tailor-made templates - ever since. Every more recent Apple iPhone can
now be used as a 3D scanner. The new platform for saddlers, retailers and
manufacturers offers a simple handling of 3D data and a closer collaboration with
horse owners to optimise and simplify saddle services with the use of a simple app.

The TOP INNOVATION Pivo Pod Active is a portable, AI-controlled smartphone holder
with an impressive selection of camera apps and accessories, which can
automatically recognise horses and humans and which enables riders to film their
training sessions so they can study, share and improve their skills. It can also be used
for video distance learning so that riders can remain in contact with trainers and
receive instructions from anywhere. Equipped with intelligent horse tracking and a
fast 360° rotation, Pivo ensures that the rider is constantly in view allowing every
step and every moment to be followed.

Estrelle Equestrian convinced the jury with its Cool Air Bandage & Leg Wraps 
solution. The Cool Air bandages and leg wraps comprise of an innovative mesh with
3D air cells and are very breathable, comfortable and pressure-reducing. Thanks to
the unique air circulation, a harmful heat accumulation, which occurs in the case of
conventional fleece bandages, can be effectively prevented and the well-being of
the horse improved. The Cool Air products don't absorb any water and are thus
particularly versatile and easy-care.

High quality international jury
Seven international industry personalities selected the winners.
The entries submitted were evaluated by recognised industry experts from the
retail, professional and creator sections. The jury members were completely
reselected in 2022 and include the following top-class equestrian professionals:
- Stefan Fundis (Founder and Managing Director of Fundis Reitsport GmbH)
- Jaqueline Freeke and Adam Postema (Proprietors of Epplejeck)
- Annica Hansen (Presenter, founder, creator and author)
- Jesse Drent (Rider, trick trainer, author, creator and entrepreneur)
- Grischa Ludwig (multiple award-winning western rider and horse trainer)
- Erin Orford (international para dressage rider)
 

Photos of the award ceremony (underlines in picture details): https://koelnmesse.
omn5.com/ShoppingCartDownloadPage?guid=AB975FA4-51DF-46CD-B5EF-
DC711F5E3656&language=de_DE

Transparent selection process
The jury allocated points to the submitted products according to 8 different criteria.
The jury was able to award up to 10 points for each criterion. The criteria
Innovation strategy & approach as well as Overall concept received double the
amount of points. Hence, each product could be awarded up to 100 points per jury
member. The points from all jury members were subsequently added together for
each product submitted.

Following this procedure, the best 30 products of the 59 entries submitted were
determined, which then received the spoga horse PROOF OF INNOVATION label and

https://koelnmesse.omn5.com/ShoppingCartDownloadPage?guid=AB975FA4-51DF-46CD-B5EF-DC711F5E3656&language=de_DE
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https://koelnmesse.omn5.com/ShoppingCartDownloadPage?guid=AB975FA4-51DF-46CD-B5EF-DC711F5E3656&language=de_DE
https://koelnmesse.omn5.com/ShoppingCartDownloadPage?guid=AB975FA4-51DF-46CD-B5EF-DC711F5E3656&language=de_DE
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are currently being exhibited on the BOULEVARD OF INNOVATIONS as well as on the
online gallery. The best 5 products win the title "spoga horse TOP INNOVATION 2022"
and are being accentuated in further measures as well as being presented to the
community.

After the success of the second edition of the spoga horse TOP INNOVATIONS in 2022,
plans for the 2023 event are pacing ahead. The next spoga horse is scheduled to
take place from 4 to 6 February 2023, when the motto will once again be: What are
the spoga horse TOP INNOVATIONS 2023. Because the future always begins now.

Further details

Winners of the  spoga horse TOP INNOVATIONS 2022
https://www.spogahorse.de/events/events-vor-ort/spoga-horse-top-innovations/
top-5/

Overall nominations spoga horse TOP INNOVATIONS
https://www.spogahorse.com/events/events-on-site/spoga-horse-top-innovations/
top-30

Note for editorial offices:
spoga horse photos are available in our image database on the Internet at www.
spogahorse.com in the “News” section or www.spogahorse.com/imagedatabase
Press information is available at: www.spogahorse.com/pressinformation
If you reprint this document, please send us a sample copy.

spoga horse on Facebook:
www.facebook.com/spogahorse

spoga horse on Instagram:
www.instagram.com/spogahorse/
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